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fruitlicious sparkling water 
logo and package design
I’ve always wanted to explore packaging design, so I developed 
a sparkling water brand for this conceptual project. I wanted to 
create something minimal yet visually appealing enough to 
stand out. I began with a hand-rendered logo and three fruity 
repeating patterns I designed. I researched other can packaging 
designs to reference as I began adding supporting elements 
to my own can labels. I enjoyed the process of this project and 
seeing the progress and development I made from my initial 
design to the final.
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poem zine
A zine is a type of informal magazine about any chosen topic. 
As a personal project, I created a zine about poems containing 
a selection of poetry and an article about its importance. I 
researched the historical context of zines, page layout, and the 
concept of poetry. Following my research, I collected poems 
and images from other creatives to include. With each spread, I 
experimented with page layout. I chose a simplistic, calming color 
palette and stuck with blue, black, and white. I used this project to 
develop my typographic and page layout skills further.

View Digital Version
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https://issuu.com/persondesignco/docs/poemzine2
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2023 illustrated calendars
I completed this project for the Self Made Pop-up Shop, hosted 
by myself and classmates in my Design Entrepreneurship class. 
The goal of this class was to design and create products that our 
customers would purchase while also learning how to run a small 
business. I made these 2023 calendars with my own illustrations 
and hand-rendered type. They were printed and sold with wall 
hangers meant to be hung as home decor because I wanted to 
sell items that would be useful to my customers. I saw the success 
of my work by selling several of them at the shop.
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handmade illustrated 
notebooks
This is one of the projects I completed for the Self Made 
Pop-up Shop hosted by my Design Entrepreneurship class. 
This class taught us how to run a small business to sell the 
many products we designed and produced. I chose to create 
notebooks as a useful option for my customers. I handmade 
these notebooks with my own illustrations on the covers. Each 
illustration was printed, cut to size, laminated, and bound with 
spirals. It was rewarding to learn a new craft by doing something 
I had never done before, and I am happy with how these 
notebooks turned out.
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assorted illustrated 
merchandise
This is one of the three projects I completed for the Self Made 
Pop-up Shop hosted by my Design Entrepreneurship class. This 
class taught us more about running a small business to sell the 
many products we designed and produced. Using fun, groovy 
illustrations, I made an assortment of pin-back buttons and 
magnets. I illustrated a total of 12 designs, completing three sets 
in total. Small knick-knacks like this provided my customers with 
a lower-priced item. I enjoyed this project because it allowed me 
to create packaging to go along with them, which I had not 
done before.
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study habits 
data portraits project
Data portraits are portraits with specific elements that display 
data about a person. The goal is to encourage connection and 
conversation through data collection and visualization. I collected 
data from my peers using a uniquely created survey and data 
visualization system. Based on their survey question answers, 
each participant received a pin displaying their data portrait, 
which consisted of elements representing each of their responses. 
I created a poster showing all of the final data. I enjoyed seeing 
my peers excited to receive and converse about their data 
portrait pins.

View Process Book
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https://img1.wsimg.com/blobby/go/9722d36e-f9af-483e-99cc-a58cfe253b29/PERSON_Process_Book.pdf
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coffee consumption data 
visualization zine
This zine is a personal data collection project. For 70 days, I 
collected data about my coffee consumption. I kept track of what 
kind, where I got it, and how much I spent. Each spread shows a 
different point of data I collected. This project challenged me to 
find a way to display this data in a way that would be engaging 
to viewers. I chose to create a zine that would be more interactive 
than a poster hanging on a wall. Learning more about information 
design and putting it into practice with this personal project 
was rewarding.

View Digital Version
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https://issuu.com/persondesignco/docs/coffee_zine_pages
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sweet shoppe logo and 
collateral design
As a passion project, I developed a logo for Sweet Shoppe. I 
challenged myself to use my hand-lettering skills to create a 
logo rather than relying on existing fonts. The ideation phase 
of this project was essential in determining how to arrange the 
components of this logo. The cupcake shape is an idea I had early 
on, and I stuck with it. I wanted to create a logo that would fit 
right in with the shop’s atmosphere. Using mockups, I developed 
supporting elements for the shop.
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seamless patterns
A seamless pattern is a repeating pattern in which the original tile 
is not immediately visible. All elements extending to the edge of 
the tile must align perfectly with the elements on the opposite 
side. As a personal project, I created three seamless pattern 
designs. Each design incorporates several intricate details and 
intertwining elements. I challenged myself to create fun, unique 
patterns that stand out among others. I built each design in 
Illustrator and placed my final designs into existing mockups. It is 
rewarding to see my own patterns on physical products.
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